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Adversaries Sum Up in SF 'Partial-Birth Abortion' Trial
By Elisa Lewak and Grant Chestnut
Staff Writers

S

everal cases now in the
federal court system could
decide the fate of the new ban
on “partial birth abortion.”
In San Francisco, summations ended April 16.
This is the first federal law
since Roe v. Wade to make any
abortion method a crime. A bill
signed last November by President Bush made it illegal for any
doctor to perform an abortion in
which a living fetus was partially removed from a woman’s
body before being killed.
The law has been put on
hold till judges in San Francisco, Alabama, and New York
decide whether the Act violates
a women’s rights.

Technically, the procedure is
called “intact dilation and extraction” or D and X. The term
“partial birth abortion” was
coined by its opponents. A D
and X is sometimes performed
when a women is in her second
trimester (12 to15 weeks) of
pregnancy.
Congress and the Bush administration contend the procedure is unnecessary and is
“inhuman and gruesome.” The
procedure consists of partially
delivering the fetus, leaving the
head still inside the women’s
body.
An incision is made in the
skull and the brain is vacuumed
out, allowing the skull to collapse for easier removal.
Proponents of the ban have

argued that that the baby’s
brain is developed enough at
this stage to feel pain.
Opponents of the ban believe
the ban is unconstitutional and
opens the door for even more
abortion bans and will set back
women’s rights.
Some doctors maintain this
is one of the safest methods
of abortion for women in their
second trimester. Other doctors assert that the procedure
is never medically necessary
and in fact endangers women’s
health.
However, as even a doctor
who testified for the government in the Nebraska trial
“acknowledged that collapsing
the skull might be necessary
during D&E’s in some cases. .

Jeff Cook, executive director of
Enrollment Services.
CSUH’s enrollment currently
is 60 percent transfer students
and 40 percent students who enrolled as new freshmen. Cook said
he would like to see this change,
with an increase in four-year students.
So far, CSUH has seen a 32
percent increase in freshman
applications. At a recent open
house for Fall quarter enrollees,
at which freshman applicants and
their families could make a final

assessment of the campus, Cook
said there were 900 attendees.
Usually, there are about 550 such
applicants.
CSUH can continue accepting
freshmen while other CSUs cannot, Cook explained, because it is
not nearly as crowded as schools
like San Diego State, where new
freshmen applications are being
put on two-year wait list.
Cook said Hayward is has
proven itself to be a very successful school that more people
are noticing.

. .” This testimony was noted
in a Planned Parenthood press
release.
The ban has not gone into
effect because the three judges
blocked the law while the challenges are ongoing. If it is upheld, any doctor performing a
“partial birth abortion” could
be fined and/or be imprisoned
for two years. Physicians are allowed to perform the procedure
if it is necessary to save the
woman’s life.
The pro-abortion plaintiffs
are challenging the law in two
areas. First, they say the ban
would effectively prevent access to second trimester abortions thereby placing an “undue
burden” on women seeking later
term abortions. Secondly, they

CSUH Accepting More First-Time Freshmen
By Grant Chestnut
Staff Writer

O

ne impact of California’s
budget problems has been
the restriction of freshman enrollment at many CSU campuses,
some of which will not accept
any freshmen at all next fall.
Cal State Hayward is an exception, as the campus will see
an increase in frosh applications
and enrollment.
“There is currently an imbalance of freshmen here right
now, and we want more,” said

Unfortunately, he said, if the
budget continues to hammer the
school, there may have to be restrictions on enrollment, like not
enrolling freshmen who have not
declared majors, restricting lower
division transfers or limiting the
number of students seeking second bachelors’ degrees.
Cook said plans for new student housing should attract more
freshmen, adding he believed in
CSUH and thought the best way
to get the most out of the campus
was to start and finish here.

University Composers To Be Featured in Glenn Glasow Memorial Concert
By Jim Montgomery
Staff Writer

C

al State Hayward’s Music
Department will continue the
Glenn Glasow Memorial Concert
Series May 4 with the Third Annual Alumni/Faculty Composers
Concert.
The concert will be at 8 p.m.
in the Music Building Recital Hall,
room 1055. Admission will be free.
Co-presented by new Bay Area
music sponsor Composers Inc.,
the concert will feature works by
faculty and alumni composers.
The diverse program will premiere
five pieces: Chihiro’s Ono’s “Les
Songes,” scored for flute, oboe,
bass clarinet, vibraphone, and
harp; “Kokopelli,” a piece for flute

and piano by Fred Fox; “Three
Conversations,” an ensemble piece
by Mike Williams scored for flute,
oboe, clarinet, violin, viola, and
cello; “Melange,” a piece for soprano
saxophone by CSUH music professor
Jeffrey Miller; and a string quartet by
Justin Morell.
Special guest artists, the Onyx
Quartet, will perform the Morell
string quartet. Members of the ensemble include violinists Anna Presler and Phyllis Kamrin, violist Kurt
Rohde and cellist Leighton Fong,
all well-known local musicians. Eric
Kuiawsky will conduct the pieces by
Ono and Williams.
Other musical performers will
include Roberta Brokaw, flute; Irene
Gregorio, piano; Dale Wolford, so-

prano saxophone; Stacey Pelinka,
flute; Tom Nugent, oboe; Jerry
Simas, bass clarinet; Robert Litton,
vibraphone; Natalie Cox, harp; and
Nathan Rubin, violin.
Pelinka, Nugent and Simas
collaborate with members of the
Onyx Quartet in the Left Coast
Chamber Ensemble, a varying
ensemble of strings, winds and
piano collected under the aegis of
the Chamber Music Partnership,
Kurt Rohde, artistic director.
Glenn Glasow taught music
and Asian studies at CSUH from
1961 to 1995. Prior to that, he
served as music director of Berkeley-based radio station KPFA,
introducing new music of a type
rarely heard in the Bay Area.
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During a lifetime of world travel,
Glasow gathered material that led
to innovative courses in Asian and
World Music at CSUH.
FellowcomposerCharlesSherecommented, “His intelligence, knowledge
and sympathies were demonstrable
and entire. He was known for his intelligence, humor and great dedication to
his students,” says CSUH composition
and theory head Frank LaRocca, artistic
director for the series.
The concert series is dedicated
to Glasow’s memory.
“The concert is dedicated to
promoting and supporting the
things Glenn Glasow believed
in: his students, colleagues, and
interesting new art music of high
quality,” says LaRocca.

argue the law contains no allowance to perform the procedure
if a woman’s health is endangered.
According to the San Francisco Chronicle, in the San
Francisco trial Dr. Eleanor Drey,
the medical director of the
Women’s Option Center at San
Francisco General, said that the
ban would impact poor women
the most. She thought that if
the law were upheld, it “would
be very difficult . . . to provide
second-trimester abortions.”
According to testimony in the
San Francisco trial, doctors don’t
have to place as many instruments inside a woman’s body in
the D and X procedure as they
would in other procedures.
Dr. LeRoy Sprang, who testified for the government, stated
that the woman’s cervix is dilated a few days prior to the
abortion. This may weaken the
cervix and inhibit the woman’s
ability to bear children in the
future.
Sprang had been on an American Medical Association “task

force” which looked into the D
and X procedure. The task force
found that it was “never medically necessary.” Sprang said he
has not even seen the procedure
done.
In the New York trial, Assistant U.S. Attorney Sean Lane
said the procedure blurred
“the line between live birth and
abortion,” asserting the fetuses
could be born alive if their heads
are not crushed.
When the bill it was signed
into law, Bush was asked if he
now believed American culture had changed and would
assent to banning abor tion
outright.
He said, “I don’t think the
culture has changed [since his
last presidential campaign] to
the extent that the American
people or the Congress would
totally ban abortions.”
A ruling in the San Francisco trial is not expected for
months. Summations in the
Nebraska case are expected
in June. The New York trial is
ongoing.

